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that life in the future be lived in small civilized communities and in esthetic, do-it-yourself homelife."

Above, Mrs. Loomis in her garden; and, on left, preparing the daily bread at Lane's End (1966). She may be the only woman with an M.A. degree in this country who has ground the grain for and baked every loaf of bread served in her home for the past quarter of a century.

VI — Joy In Living Or Normal Neurosis?

In the psychological, inter-personal field too, Mrs. Loomis has studied and experimented widely. She has had intensive and students, single and in families, have lived at Lane's End (the Loomis homestead), as part of "experimenting" in relation. In general, Mrs. Loomis follows the thesis and practice that energy, joy and creativity result from shared feelings, good feedback and continued effort at an accurate and acceptable self-image.

VII — A Call for Everyone's Right

In the civic area, Mrs. Loomis is neither "right" nor "left." She deplores the fact that modern culture is organized around coercion, i.e., the political state. She observes the world extensionally and sees that choices and freedom decrease from mistakenly legalizing certain goods (i.e., natural resources and money) as private property when their nature calls for more voluntary association via more political realism. Mrs. Loomis is author-editor of Go Ahead and Live!, a popular 1965 book which presents the story of a young couple confronting and taking action on their major, universal problems of living. $1.15 from:

The School of Living
Lane's End Homestead
Brookville, Ohio 43039

SCHOOL OF LIVING
Pledge, Membership and Subscription Form
Date
School of Living Lane's End Homestead Brookville, Ohio 43039
I want to participate in and support the New School of Living Center at Heathcote Community, Freeland, Md., as checked below:

$ gift to the New School of Living Center Building Fund
$ pledge to the New School of Living Center, payable (terms or date)

I want to be part of the School of Living's work as follows:
$100.00 for a year's membership and 1 year each of A Way Out and The Green Revolution.
$ 5.00 for a year's membership and 1 journal (indicate which one)
$ 3.00 for a year's Green Revolution (monthly).
$ 2.25 for a year's A Way Out (bimonthly).
$ 4.15 for a copy of popular School of Living book Go Ahead and Live!

Your Name
Street
City State Zip Code

All Contributions and Memberships Are Tax-Deductible
Please Send Names & Addresses For Sample Copies
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Wanted: Applicants for experimental work for School of Liv­ ing work for School of Liv­ ing. Excellent housing provided. Send a resume of experience and any pertinent comments to:

Living the good life

by Scott & Helen Nearing

the dam higher, and their spill­ overs will wash away the dirt of the field. We had a flood two years ago (15 inches of rain); all creeks and gullies became raging torrents. After the streams went down, we discovered a beaver in the woods where a thick tangle of brush and fallen trees blocks the divide. This summer, deep in our woods we covered a new pond and dammed the beavers. They keep building and thinking how to get around the dam. We had to do this the hard way.

THE OWNER-BUILT HOME is nearing com­pletion. It is nearing completion, but we are learning as much as possible for as little as possible, but by now I have sympathy for the school and want to help support it. So here's a check for various items — your's, our's, and I's, in the name of your's.
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Golden Acres Producing “Ole Time” Apple Cider Vinegar

By A. P. Thompson
Rt. 1, Front Royal, Va.

[Editor's Note: More than 20 years ago, the late Jay B. Boroski's Inflammation Is Coming and followed its course to establish a similar perspective to the new farm market and new farming concept and with and uses earthwork culture, an approach that was the subject of his talk at the annual workshop he had sponsored. This was in the case of the court had bought against him. Be what remains to be seen is the attitude of the State's attorney toward the charge, he will not prosecute if Scarpas would agree to send them to school.

Plan to Move
Mr. Scarpas writes to the Green Revolution to plan permission to teach our children at home and because of the feeling that the court had against him. Be what remains to be seen is the attitude of the State's attorney toward the charge, he will not prosecute if Scarpas would agree to send them to school.

Champions

Vitamin E

By Pauline Hodgson

Horace Champaigne, Ph.D., long-time resident of Yellow Springs, Ohio, has identified an important vitamin deficiency in the innocent citizens of Vietnam, that is believed to be caused by burning of napalm bombs. The often-recurred claim of the innocent citizens have to do with war is a distressing one, and hardware people just shut out the problem but Mr. Champaigne has looked into something.

He saw in Adelaide Davis’s latest book, Let’s Get Well, a conviction that vitamin E, a fat-soluble vitamin, is responsible for healing and tissue repair. This vitamin has been found to be essential for the healing of wounds, burns. He finally ended up visiting Dr. Evan Shute in London, Ontario. Can., who has experimented extensively with vitamin E and vitamin E deficiency, in finding a solution to the problem.

But then Mr. Champaigne found himself in distinct conflict with the Red Cross. The Red Cross, which dislikes the possibility of adding the vitamin E to the food, did not consider the shipping of vitamin E to Vietnam. Horace Champaigne asked the Canadians if they would be willing to arrange for the vitamin E to be shipped, but no funds were available for the shipping. But we plan to sink a root cellar in this same area and it will serve to store a large supply of good cider vinegar, excellent, aged in oak. (It

Coles Have Moved
A severe freeze in January and February has damaged much of the apple crop in the vicinity of the Scarpa farm.

Establishing Own School

Health & Joe Lense, Rt. 2, suite 39, New York, N.Y., have decided to have plans with a private school for their children. The Scarpa Family have decided that other children will be welcome.

Methods of Heathcoat Support
You can support the Heathcoat School in several ways:

1. Small gifts for continued support.
2. Larger gifts ($50 and upwards) for financial investments on the balance owed.

The school does not look for low or interest are most welcome. (It may be for a child who is living in one of the cases of mental retardation or for other reasons). The school offers a variety of recreational activities, and it’s right to hate them.

Normal Environs. Part II

By M. J. Loonis

Readers who are open to self-searching may find the following paragraphs of interest in their own lives.

Normal Environs: Part II

2. Greater difficulty in accepting or coping with the conflict between things, and work to avoid falling into either the category of approve or disagree with others in a rational and dispasionate manner.

But at the same time an individual is facing a conflict between his personal needs and what is necessary to the safety and welfare of the group. The energy he expends in trying to find a solution is often spent in guilt and rage.

Project: Help us to improve this green revolution, to make it better known.

Letters, cont’d

The United States Has Committed War Crimes
And Crimes Against Humanity in Vietnam

An international investigative committee has traveled throughout Vietnam, gathering evidence. The International War Crimes Tribunal has rejected the recommendations of Bertrand Russell, to examine this evidence exhaustively, and to determine whether the United States government is responsible for the crimes committed in the conviction that atrocities have been committed by American soldiers. The Tribunal will convene early in 1967, in Paris.

Readers who are open to the American Call to the American

The appeal is made to all people to consider the millions of others throughout the world, who are demanding justice for the people of Vietnam. Help the War Crimes Tribunal, make it a forum of the conscience of mankind.

[advertisement]